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Let S,, &, . . - be a sequence of independent, identically distributed r.v. with a continuous 
distribution function. Optimal stopping probilems are considered for: (I; a f’inite sequence 
z ,, . . . , &, (2) sequences (& - cn),,, and (max(&, . . . ,5;1) - cn),,,, where c is a fixed positive 
number, (3) the sequence (&,)nEN, where it is additionally assumed that 6,. &, . . . appear according 
to a Poisson process which is independent of {&}nEN, and the decision about stopping must be 
made before some fixed moment T. The object of optimization is not (as it is in the cIassic;lI 
formulation of optimal stopping problems) the expected value of the reward, but the probability 
that at the moment of stopping the reward attains its maximal value. It is proved that opt&I 
stopping ruIes (in the above sense) tc*: all problems exist, and the.* forms are found. 
stopping time l- Markov chain rev ard function --*_ I 
1. Introciuction 
The classical optimal stopping problem is, roughly speaking, formulated as 
follows: Given al sequence Y = (Y n ) nEN of real-valued random variables, adapted to 
an increasing sequence of a-fields of events (9:,&,, find a stopping time a* to 
maximize E( YT) in the class of all (or in some smailler class) stopping times 7 (CL [Z$ 
[7], [8]). However, in many cases another approach seems to be reasonable as well. 
Namely, one can try to look for a stopping time to maximize the probability that at 
the moment of stopping the process Y attains its maximal value, i.e. to maximize 
P(Y7 = sup, Y,). Such a formulation of the problem is somewhat in the spirit of the 
celebrated “secretary problem” <cf. [3]* [4], [S], [e]). This approach to optimal 
stopping (which1 makes sense even if the Y,, are not integrable) was applied in 111 
for investigating sums of independent random variables, In this paper it is used for 
stopping a sequence of independent random variables. 
All considera\tions will be made under the following general assumpti 
(A ) 1 s 6 1, i!,*** is a sequence of independent, identically distribute 
randborn variables with a continuous distribution function E 
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In Sectjc?n 2 o,:ly a hnite and fixed number (say N) of 6’s is considered, That I. 
means that we are aEloi.ved tostop either at the moments 1,2,. . . , N, or never, and 
we want tc. detec t, Gt?r maximal probability, the maximal term of the sequence 
5 I,,. .,& (for the ,Fi+ec:se formulation see Problem I below). This problem was 
posed by Gilbert a! .: Mosteller in [5], and they solved it by a heuristic argument. 
We preset14 a rigorous solotion here, since the approach is the same as the one 
used in the remaining sections, and this simple case is a good illustration of the 
method. 
In Section 3 the following situation is considered: &, &, . . . are interpreted as 
consecutive results of some experiment. We want to obtain a possibly largest result, 
but we take into account also the costs of experiments. The cost of one experiment 
is assumed to be a fixecl Qositive number c. Thus, the “real” value of the n-th result 
is $ - nc or, if we can “keep” the previous results, max(&, . . . , &) - nc. The 
solution of the optimal stopping problem for the sequences (max(&. . . 9 en)- 
nQnEN and (4;1 - nQnEN is well known if the expected value of the result is 
maximized (cf. [3], [7], [S]). H ere, we look for a stopping rule to maximize the 
probability that we shall obtain the largest result (see Problem II and Problem II’). 
In Section 4 a continuous time version of the optimal stopping problem is 
considered. Suppose that the values of (6 ) n nEN appear according to a Poisson 
process which is independent of (&)&+ The decision about stopping must be made 
before a moment T, where T is a positive number that is assumed to be fixed in 
advance. Our objective is to maximize the probability that at the moment of 
stopping the value of 5 is largest :imong all those which have appeared, and will 
appear up to the time T (see Probl;. in III below). A similar problem was posed and 
solved by Cowan and Zabczyk ilt i 21 for a continuous time generalization of the 
“secretary problem”. 
All the above problems are red: ted to the classical optimal stopping problems 
for some Markov chains with SOI;IJ~ reward functions ([4], 18)). It is proved that 
optimal stopping rules in each c&e exist and their forms are found. 
2. Finite case 
Let N be a fixed natural number. For t2 = 1,2,. . . N, we define 9,, = cr(& . . . 9 &) 
(519 629 l l - satisfy At!) i.e. 9,, is the o-field of events generated by &, . . . 9 ,n. 6 Let 9 
denote the set of all stopping times with respect to the family (%,)n=l..,..N. It is 
convenient o allow the elements of 9 to assume also the value + 00, which 
corresponds to the situation wheii we do not stop at all. Our aim is to solve the 
following problem. 
Problem I. Find a stopping time r* E 9 such that 
p(T*< +w, & = max(&,...,&))= sup P(T < + 00, & = max(&, . . . , &I)). 
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Since F is continuous, F&J is uniformly distributed on [0, 11 and P(& Z= &, r-_s~ 
F(5,) 2 F(S,)) = 1, therefore with no toss of generality we may additionally assume 
that &, . . . , t& are uniformly distributed themselves. 
Define Y” = P(& = max(&, . . . , &)[ 9i), n = 1,. . . , TV. Clearly 1/n = 
X &=max(51,....5,N n tN-“,x being the indicator function of the event. If we assume that 
lk’, = 0 then we have 9 
for any 7 E 4, and thus we are led to the classical optimal stopping problem for the 
sequence (Y,),=L...,~- 
Next, this problem can be reduced to the optimal stopping of some Markov 
chain. To this end, let 9, denote the set of all 7 E 9 such that 
s n =max(&,....,S,) on{7=n} forn=l,,,.., N. 
If I E 4, then 7’ defined as 7 if & = max&, . . &, &), and as -t XJ otherwise, is 
clearly in &, and E( E’,) 6 E( Y,.), therefore it suffices to consider stopping times 
belonging to 9, only (this is intuitively obvious). Define consecutive moments when 
“leaders” appear, that is 
713 1, r&+1 = inf(n: iV ~n>7k,Sn=maX(SL,...,~“)} fork=l,...,&-1. 
Clearly 71, r2, . . . , E & Now consider 
8 being a label for “the final state”. It is quite easy to verify that (Xk )& .+ .,% is a 
Markov chain with respect to (%&)&+ ..r;, with state space ((1.. . . , N) X [(b, i1)L.J 
{a}, and transition function 
I 
X m-“-‘I(X, l] (7 B 1 if n < m, 
= 
0 if n 2 nz 
for n,m = l,..., N, x E [0, I], B a Bore1 subset of [0, I], where I= i stands for the 
Lebesgue measure. d is an absorbing state. 
Next, for any 7 E &, we define u = k on the set {T = rk < + x), k = 1,. . . , bh ad 
v= i-30 on (7= +m}. 
It is clear that CT is a stopping lime bith respect to ($7r)k=I. .Nr and 
where f(n,x)= X”:” for n = l,...,N, x E[O, 11, f(a)=0 (X,= fa). 
Thus we are led to the problem of optimal stopping of the Markov chain (X, ). 
with the reward function f. To solve this problem we shall use the following simple 
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lemma (1,2], cf. atso [3], [@I. Note that (1”) and (2’) are Markov versions of the 
‘Ln~OnOtone case” of [3]). 
ILemnra 1. Let X be a homogeneous Markou chain with state space S, and f : S -+ R, 
be a bounded function. Denote 
Z={sES: uDf(s)sf(s)} 
(Op being the operator connected with the transition function). Assume that (with usual 
notations, cf.: e.g. [7]) 
(1”) P, (there exists k such that Xk E 2) = 1 for each s E S 
(2”) Ps (there exists k such thut Xk Ff 2) = 8 for each s E 2’. 
‘T’?zen CT * = inf { k : Xk E 2) is a solution of the problem of optimal stopping of X, with 
the rewar’d function f. 
We are going to show that in our case the assumptions of the lemma are satisfied. 
We have Pf(a) = 0 = f(d), hence d E Z, Pf(N, X) = f(a) = 0 < 1 = f(N, x), hence 
(IV, jc)E 2 for each x E [0, 11, and it can be easily verified that 
pf(n,x) = c 1 
m P. 11 
f(m,y)p(n,x;m,dy) = 2 “~~1~>~’ 
m=n+l 
for n < IV. The inequality pf(n, x) < f(n, x) is, for n < N, equivalent to 
N 
c 
m=n+l 
x -N+m-1 -1 
N-m+1 
G 1, 
or 
x -‘-1+X-*+1+.,.+X-‘“-“‘-- < 1. 
1 2 N-n 
Let us denote by h,(x) the left-hand side of this inequality. h, is a continuous, 
decreasing function on (0, 1) and (0 + ) = + 00, h,(l - ) = 0, hence there is a unique 
number X, E (0, l), such that h,(x,,) = 1. Furthermore, !z,&~) < h,(x,) = 1 = 
h,+,(x, &,) therefore x~+~ <x, for n = 1,. . . $ N - 1, where we put dN = 0. 
Thus Z = (a} tl U,“=, ({n) >r: [x,,, I]) an CII monotonicity of (x,), combined with the 
fact that our chain “goes to the right and upwards”, imply that the assumptions of 
the lemma are actually satisfied. We apply the lemma and as a result we obtain the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Under assumption AI, a solution cf Problem I exists and has the form 
p = inf(n s N : 6” = max (&, . . ., 6”) anId F(S,) 2 x,}, 
where xN = 0 and x”, for n < IV, are the rbnique B;oots of the equations 
-(N-n) $ + l . l + x._ = 
N-n 
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3. Infinite case, the costs of experiments i’ncluded 
In this section we assume A, and additionally 
(A 1 2 E(5:) < 
Again, let & = 
times with respect 
problem 
+ 30. 
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457 . . . , &.,) for n = I,2,. . . , and 9 = the set of all stopping 
to (R&EN. Fix a positive number c. We consider the following 
Problem 11. Find a stopping time 7* E 9; such that 
P(r* < f so, max(&, . . . , &) - cr* = sup (max(&, . . . , 6”) - 02)) 
n 
= sup P(T c -t x, max(&, . . . , &) - CT 
7E.S 
= sup (max& ,.= . . , 6”) - cn)). 
n 
This problem is clearly equivalent to: 
Problem II’. Find a r* E 9 such that 
P 
( 
7°C +y &-CT* = sup ‘& -cn) = 
II ) 
= sup P 7 C + m, & - CT = sup (& - 02) . 
rE9 ( It > 
(See the Introduction for a motivation of these problems.) 
Note that sup,,(max(&, . . . , t,,) - cn) ( = sup,, (& - cn)) is a.s. finite, sime as- 
sumption A2 implies that 
J;~I (max(&, . . . , (,,) - cn) = - 00 a.s. (cf. (7)). 
Denote &, = 6” - cn. Analogously as before we compute 
Y,, = E &, = 
L =g*, 
= x~~“=max(5,....&)~ fj F(&+cj) 
j=n+f 
(Xi) 
and we have E,( YJ = P(T < + w, CT = sup,,{,,) for T E .9 where Y, = 0 by dd’inition. 
Thus we get the classical problem of optimal stopping of the sequence {k’&En. 
Again it suffices to consider stopping times belonging to 9,); Jut,, king defined tacj in 
Section 2, i.e., 
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7E& iff ~~=max(&,...,&) on(7=n} fornEN. 
Now we de@ne 71 = 1, 7k+l = inf{n > 7k : &, = max(&, . . . , &,j) for k E N, and 
consider Xk = (TV, &,, j on {TV < + co}, Xk = d on {rk = + 03), where d is a label for 
the final state. It can be easily verified that (X k ) LEN is a homogeneous Markov chain 
with respect to the u4elds (E,) kEN9 with state space (N x Rj U (a} and transition 
function 
=: /=n+l 
i -- 0 ifmsn 
where B is a Bore! subset of R (Here 
convention that nL:‘-,. 1 ,F(x + cj j = 1 if m 
Just as in Section 2, to every r E & 
stopping time 17 with respect to (%,),,,, such that Y, = f-(X,& where 
- and in the sequel - we adopt the 
= rt -t 1). d is an absorbing state. 
there corresponds, in a natural way, a 
f(n,xj =’ fi F(x -t-cj) 
iZn-il 
for nEN, x ER, f(a)=& X,= 8. 
(cf. (3.1)). Thus, to solll/e our problems it suffices to find an optimal stopping rule for 
the Markov chain (X,,)kEN, with reward function fi 
We have 
4-m 
pf(n,xj = 1, r j f( ~~Y)p(n,v%w 
m::n+l YI 
= yf “rfl F(x + cj) I fSm Y -cm)F(dyj ,?I =:r-+1 j=n+l [x-i-cm, +m) 
= 2 E F(x -k cj) ix+cm +2) fi F(Y + ci)F(dy) 
m:-Sn+l j=n+l . 
-ccQ 
= .,I+, Jhl F(x +cjlI f(Y YVY) - ‘=n+l [x+cnl,t~) 
where f(y) = fl;II F(y + ci) (for the sake of brevity we write f, -j instead of f(0, y), 
which would be more:: consistent). 
In order to apply Lemma 1 WC have to describe the set 2 = {Pf =G f). In other 
words, we consider the inequalitgr 
f 23 
C mfl F'(x -I-. cjj I f(yjF& j 6 fi F(x -t- cjj. m==rr+ 1 ~=n+l [r + r,m. +m) j=n Fl (3 ) 3 .L 
Lemma 2. (1) For each YZ E N, f (It, x j is positit e at least for x sufficiently large. 
(2) If f ( n9 x) = 0, th!en the left-hand side of (3.2) is positive. 
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Proof. (1) is an immediate consequence of assumption (A*) that & are integrable. 
f(n,x) = 0 if and only if F(x + c(n + I)) = 0. 
To prove (2) observe that the left-hand side of (3.2) is not smaller than its first 
term, i.e. Six +cm. +“) f(y)F(dy). On the other hand, it follows from (1) that the 
distribution of &, is concentrated on [x + c(n + l), +w). Since f(y) = 0 e 
F(y + c) = 0 + F(y) = 0, we infer that f(y) 3 0 almost everywhere with respect 
to the distribution of &, and this implies strict positivity of the above integral. The 
lemma is proved. 
From this lemma we have immediately that the inequality (3.2) is equivalent to 
+ol 
c 1 -- I f(~F(dyF 1. t?l=fl+l Ix+cm,+~) 
Denote the left-hand side of this inequality by h,(x). Furthermore, tet 
a = sup(x: F(x) = O}, 
b=inf{x: F(x)=l} (-~<a< +w,-z<bQ +X). 
It is easy to see that h, is well defined on the interval (a - c(n + I), + x), 
continuous and non-increasing. Moreover, 
lim h,(x)= -f-w, lim xla-c(n+l) xPb-c(n+l) h,(x)=R 
therefore there exists x such that h,l (xl = 1. Define 
x, = inf{x: h”(x) = 1). 
By virtue of the previous remarks we obtain 
z={Pfaf}=:{a} u l3 ({n}x[x,, +a)). 
n=l 
This set satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 1. Indeed, condition (1) follows from 
the fact that lim,,, 6” = -- 00 a.s. 
To prove (2) it suffices to verify that the sequence (x&~ is non-increasing. 
Clearly, 
h&+1) = +ee ’ 
jL!t ( 
I f(y)F(dy j+ Ln(xact). F xn+l + cj) [Xn+lfr(n+l).+=:) 
If the first summand on the right-hand side were equal to zero, we should haye 
F&,+1 + c(n + 1)) = 1 (since f is positive on the interval [x,,+, + c(n -t- I), + m)), or 
X ?I+1 + c(n + 1) 2 b, but this would be in contradiction with the inequality .x,+~ c 
b-c(n+2). 
Therefore h,, (x,+JI > h,+i(X,. > = 1 = I’t,, (x,,), and! this implies X, t < AL. ~3% 
desired. 
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Lemma 1 gives now a solution of the optimal stopping problem for the Makkov 
chain (JQrEN and we are able to sl:rmmarize the results. 
Theorer”l 2. Under assumptions A, and AZ, a solution of Problem II and Problem 
II’ exists and has the form 
7*=inf n:&-cn =~~~(g-cia,sn-cw~x,, 
I I 
, 
where x,, denotes uor n E N) the least root of the eguatior; , 
q 1 +‘io 
& Yr------ 
m =n+l n ptx: + ci) I 
n F(y + cip’dy) == 1. 
[xfcm;t~) i=.l 
Y 
1 
f 
Note that if a and b are finite, then only a finite number of X,‘S has to be computed, 
and if b < + a, then by a trivial modification of T* we get an optimal stopping rule 
that is as. finite. 
4. Continuous time, values of 5 appear according to a Poisson process, finite time 
horizon 
Fix positive numbers A and T. In addition to the sequence (&)nEN one more 
sequence of random variables will be considered; namely we assume: 
(A ) 3 pr,p2,*.* is a sequence of independent random variables, exponen- 
tiall>- distributed with the parameter h, and independent of {&jnEN. 
Denote 
v=sup{n: pt+ l - l + p,, s T} and u = 0 on {pl > T). 
p1,p2,- are interpreted as the lengths o-r” the time intervals between consecutive 
t’s, and v is the total number of c’s that appeared u.p to time T (see the 
Introduction). v has the Poisson distriba:.tion with the pk_rameter AT. We define 
CT &t =a(5r,...,5n,pl,.~.,pn), for nEN, 4)= the set OP all stopping times with 
respect to (9&N, and we consider the following problem 
Problem III. Find a stopping time r* E .‘fi such that 
By the same reasons as in Section 2, WI: may additionally assume that &, (2,. l . 
are uniformly distributed on [0, l]* 
Define 
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= x ien= max(~l.....~,).pI+...+p,~TT) 
2 Jh(T-(pr+***+p,))l”-.” - 
m==n ( m -n)! -- 
x6 :-"exp[-h(T-(p,+-+p,,))] 
= XIS,=max~S~....,*n~,p,+~~~~~“~~~~~P[ - A(T - (PI+ l l IP + Pm1 - Ml 
for n E N. 
We have PO maximize E( Y?) (with the usual convention : Y, = 0). As before, we 
may confine to stopping times belonging to &, & being defined analogously as in 
Sections 2 and 3. 
Again we consider consecutive moments when “leaders” appear i.e., 
I 
1 if p1 s T, 
71 = 
+m ifp+T; 
Next, we define for k EN U {O}, 
s if k = 0, 
Xk = (?kr &J‘, pl + l l +pTk) ifk>0,?kc+339 
d if k > 0, ?k = + X1 
where 6 and d are labels for the initial and the final states, rtispectively. (Xk)r.G~iI,B~ 
is a Markov chain with respect to the a-fields ($7k)keNCJ((l), where &, = the trivial 
u-field. The state space of this chain is (N x [O, l] X [0, T]) U (6) W(a), and the 
transition function is 
p(S; 8) = evAT, 
I 
y(l -e+‘) if m = I, 
p(~;~m~w,Y)w,t)) = 
0 if ~JZ > 1; 
r f-r 
m-n-1 
(Y ,I -X s m-n-l e -” ds 
0 ( 
,11 1 ‘it- ” 
- 1 )! if r < t. 11 C 182, x =S y, 
= 
0 at herwise, 
where 8 is an absorbing state. 
Once more, for each 7 E &we can define a stopping time u with respect to (S,* 
such that Y, = f(XV), where 
f(n,x,r)=exp[-h(T-r)(l-x)] for nEN,xE[O,l],rE[O,T], 
f@) = f($) = 0 (cf. (4.1)). 
Thus, we are led again to the situation where we can try to apply Lemma I. We 
have 
+= A 
exp[ - A(T- I!)(1 - y)](t - r)m-n-l 
A exp[ - A((t - r)(l -x)+ (7’- t)(l- y))]dydt 
=exp[-A@--x)(T-r)] /,T&(exp[-A(l-x)(t-T)]-l)dt. 
The inequality Pf(n, X, r) G f(n, X, r) is equivalent to 
T 1 I - , T exp[A(l- x)(T - t)- l]d# G 1, 
Of 
It is obvious that there exists a unique number cyo such that 
1 an 1 ; (eU - 1)du = 1, 0 (4 2) . 
(numerical value a0 = 0,8043.. . ). Now, our inequality is eqijlivalent to 
A(l-x)(T-rr~ao, or 
Since, clearly, Pf(a) = f(a) 7 0, Pf(S) > 0 = f(8), the set 2 in Lemma 1 has the 
form 
The considered Markov chain is in a natural sense, “increasing”, therefore the 
set 2 satisfies alll assumptions of Lemma 1. 
Finally, we gti:t the foliiowing theorem. 
‘Theorem 3. Urtd’tv assumprions Al, As, a 
f OF?l 
solution of Problem III exists and has the 
;I = I( ) x,r : T=>r20, Dx3max 1 - 
and aye is given by (4.2). 
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In other words, one should stop the process when the first “leader” occurs such 
that F(m) 2 max(l- couo/h (T - r), 0), where r is the moment at which & appears. 
Note that if T - a& 6 0, then U is the whole rectangle [0, a] x [0, T). In this case, 
the optimal stopping rule is: 
Stop when the first 5 appears. 
It is rather interesting that in this third, most complex model the solution turns 
out to be simplest and most explicit. 
A natural generalization of Problem III, i.e., the case where the 6’s appear 
according to a renewal process, aud ;he time horizon T is random will be discussed 
elsewhere. 
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